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„1000 und 1 Jahr“ Visuelles Konzert zur Luminale Frankfurt a.M. 2018
Dreikönigskirche am Eisernen Steg | Foto: Saskia Kaiser

„SCHNEETANZ“ Visuelles Konzert, Audimax Ilmenau, 2017 | Foto: Christian Schalldach
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„NACHTGARTEN“ Visuelles Konzert, Hachenburg Lichterloh, Lichtkunstfestival 2017 |
Foto: Matthias Krenz

„PAN&SYRINX“ Visuelles Konzert zum Festival of Lights,
Lichtkunstfestival Berlin 2014 | Foto: Antonia Meissner
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Foto: Antonia Meissner

„AUSFAHRT BABYLON“ a visual concert, light art festival Berlin leuchtet 2017 | photos: Susan Paufler und Christian Schalldach

We combine art and technology, bring images to life, illuminate rooms with moving light, illustrate live stories, combine music with painting, bring paintings onto the stage,
surprise you with visual fireworks that ignite your imagination:
„With light you can also paint in the darkness quite fantastically, but at the same time
so ephemerally. A Visual Concert by KOPFFARBEN isn‘t only notes, it is painting on top.
Art happens not on the canvas, but on a screen. Painting meets computer science. What
comes of this doesn‘t go to hang on museum‘s walls, it happens live on stage.

Visual Concerts

Delicate lines meet exploding colours, inanimates start moving, people turn into ghosts,
everyday objects swirls about, spirals dance on planes and colourful rays shoot forth
from dark space. Dimensions blur as linear patterns morph into three-dimensionals,
floating away like galaxies into the depths.

We stage visual concerts: Narrative show acts from digital light painting, animation
and music.
Julia Schäfer draws live on a tablet in front of the audience.
At the same time the pictures are projected into the room and animated by Johannes
Schmidt.
Combined with music, this creates a magical, audiovisual cosmos.
We kidnap our audience into a temporary world that constantly arises anew, changes,
disappears and is revived.

The art isn‘t merely being projected like a film. Everything is born from the moment during
the performance. One can watch the pictures emergence, as well as its metamorphoses
and eventualy vanishing, but it is not only one picture that emerges. It is a streak of
pictures, without becoming a film. Perhaps it is a multimedia event, a‘light appearance‘,
a visual firework that ignites the imagination.“
Dr. Uwe Förster | Kunstmuseum Kloster Magdeburg | 2017

visible music and audible pictures

lightpainting: Julia Schäfer KOPFFARBEN, Berlin
animation: Johannes Schmidt KOPFFARBEN, Berlin
music: different musicians (classic, jazz, electro...)

Video: „PAN&SYRINX“ https://vimeo.com/130784621
https://www.youtube.com/kopffarben
https://www.facebook.com/Kopffarben
https://www.instagram.com/kopffarben/
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Light painting as a show act for your event
technical requests
Whether as a highlight of the evening or as an „artistic appetizer “ in between: We
inspire your audience with an individualized light show.
The audiovisual productions are developed especially for your event.
From the choice of the subjects, the length of the show to the music you can let your
wishes flow.
Logos and images can be displayed.

„METAMORPHOSEN“ Luminale Frankfurt a.M. 2014 | photo: Saskia Kaiser

Lighting technology
We bring along the technology for the light painting and arrange it to the spatial conditions adapted (flexible structure).
- easel with monitor, required space (with artist) approx. 2qm
- PC, dimensions: 53x59x36cm
- Display cable, output: HDMI or DVI

Music/ sound technology
For our shows we prefer to work together with musicians to emphasize the
live character of light painting.
If this is not possible at your event, we will select a music recording together.
Depending on the musician/ music selection, a sound system and a sound
engineer may be required.

additional opportunities
- 3 projectors with tripods for a projection area of max. 4x12m
- 1 projector, 6500 ansilumen, projection area 6x3,75m
If projectors are available, we can use them.
- Canvas, projection gaze 6x3,75m or white stage molton
Bright walls are also well suited for our art.
- 4 RGB-LED Pars, with our software controllable
- 2 RGB-LED Stripes, 5m, with our software controllable
- 1 Hazer, with our software controllable

Stage/ projection
A bright, closed wall or screen is the ideal projection surface. The larger the
area, the more effective the show.
The artists would stand in front of the show or right next to the projection.

We need
- Stage and projection area
- Power: 16A, 220V
- it must be possible to darken the room or the performance is after sunset
- ev. sound system
- Construction time approx. 2-4 hours (depending on the situation on site)

Setup
If the screen, projectors and sound system have already been set up, we need
about 2 hours for setup and sound check.
If we have to install them, we need about 4 hours (depending on the size of
the installation/ room, it may take longer).
Since the set-up is relatively time-consuming, we will arrive the day before if
possible.
Time reduction: about 1 hour
It is possible to put the monitor easel aside if the stage is also to be used for
other performances.
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Kopffarben

Johannes Schmidt

The programmer and media artist Johannes Schmidt and the painter Julia Schäfer are
united by their dream that pictures become alive.
Working as an artist group called KOPFFARBEN, they do combine fine arts and technology
within interactive, moving and illuminated works.

*1978, Thuringia / Germany
Studies in Computer Sciences and Media Technology
Studies in Direction and Computer Animation (diploma 2009 Computer Animation)

During the Winter of 2011 they did develop in their Berlin atelier this digital light painting
technique. From the first moment onwards they were excited by the unbelievibal diverse
potential of applications.
Quite fast it would be obvious, that for their own ideas they would also do need their
own painting software. Johannes immidiatly started to program. Until now he is in the
continues process of improving on soft- and hardware and adjusting these to the ever
growing needs.
Starting from first live acts at clubs in Berlin, very fast new ways would be found to other
event formats such as concerts, readings, company events and galadiners.
Within the summer of 2012 they did found KOPFFARBEN GbR and specialised to „Visual
concerts“: light, painting, music and animation as a narrativ showact.
Since then they do stagings as well as for art and culture as well as showacts for company
events.
2015 they would be awarded by the German Federal Ministry of Economics and Energy
as „Kultur- und Kreativpiloten Deutschland“ („cultur- and creative setters germany“ )
Lightartists are waiting for the darkness :)| Foto: Fouad Boutahar

Computer Grafik Artist und Project Assistant at Filmproduktionsfirma 			
SCHMIDTzKATZE FILMKOLLEKTIV GmbH in Halle and Berlin
Administrator and Senior Artist at Animationsfirma PUPPETEERS
Since 2009: Freelancer 3D Animation, VVVV-Development, Programming, Webdesign
und Publishing
Since 2012: Founder and Technical Director at KOPFFARBEN GbR (Berlin)
Programming of the own software for the light painting, as well as constant 		
revision of the hardware components.
During the shows, he animates live the drawings created by Julia Schäfer and 		
recreates in this way new pictorial worlds.
Since 2014: professionell VVVV-Developer for „m box bewegtbild GmbH“: 			
interactive installations and projektion mappings for 				
MERCEDES, DAIMLER, TELEKOM

Julia Schäfer
*1983, Thuringia / Germany
IMAGO Art-and Design school
Set design assistance at puppet theater
Graphic Design training
Studie Art (diploma 2009 painting)
Since 2012: Founder and artistic director at KOPFFARBEN GbR (Berlin)
organisation, grafik, booking, PR
as well as the artistic conception and realization of the visual concerts

Musicians
In our productions we work together with different musicians - beatbox, guitar, organ,
piano, flute and loop station...
and we also like to be inspired by new artists.
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„On the occasion of our „34th German Logistics Congress“ in Berlin, we engaged
you and your team of KOPFFARBEN Julia Schäfer + Johannes Schmidt GBR, for the
entertainment program of our evening event.
The light show designed for us (...) was enthusiastically accepted and extensively
praised by our participants.
We would now like to address this positive response to you and your team of
Kopffarben and give it back.
Professional, spectacular, unique, the artistic light show of Kopffarben was a clear
success with our customers, sponsors and guests of the events.
At questions or requests regarding the offer and the telephone the team were always
open and helpful. We also received excellent advice on the choice of music. (...)
Overall, we are more than satisfied with the service.
We can only recommend your artistic light show and look forward to further
cooperation with you and the team of Kopffarben“
A. Veys, Project Manager Events | BVL Bundesvereinigung Logistik | 11.2017

References
Festivals
LUMINALE, the Biennale of Light Art and Urban Design, Frankfurt a.M.
berlin leuchtet | Festival of Lights Berlin
Sächsische Mozarttage | Tage der Industriekultur Leipzig
Hachenburg Lichterloh...
Locations
Berliner Dom | Völkerschlachtdenkmal zu Leipzig
Fernsehturm Berlin | Neues Rathaus Leipzig
Dreikönigskirche am Eisernen Steg Frankfurt a.M.
Wasserkrafterk Mittweida
Kongresshalle am Zoo Leipzig
Historisches Straßenbahndepot Schkeuditz
KPM-Königliche Porzellan-Manufaktur Berlin
Kino International Berlin
Kunstmuseum Kloster Unser lieben Frauen Magdeburg...
Clients
WELEDA | Bausparkasse Schwäbisch Hall
Bundesministerium für Wirtschaft und Energie
Sanofi | BVL Bundesvereinigung Logistik
Bonnfinanz AG | ESG Elektoniksystem und Logistik GmbH
Initiative Kultur und Kreativwirtschaft der Bundesregierung
OPK Ostdeutsche Psychotherapeutenkammer
SLM Sächsische Landesanstalt für privaten Rundfunk und neue Medien
Anne-Frank-Zentrum Berlin | Ökoinstitut
GEDOK Leipzig/Sachsen...

„PAN&SYRINX“ Festival of Lights Berlin 2014 | Foto. Christian Schalldach

„(...) extremely concentrated, committed, artistic tension - it really worked! I haven‘t
been allowed to experience such an aesthetic, psychedelic, all senses stimulating presentation for a long time.“

Agencies
Vagedes + Schmidt | Wilkenwerk | people events...
Awards
„Kultur- und Kreativpiloten Deutschland
by the German Federal Ministry of Economics and Energy

„A intoxication of changing colour motifs running into each other (...). One motive
emerges from the other. I was enthusiastic about the creativity of the one-hour show.
Magical!“
Comments from the audience on the production „METAMORPHOSEN“ | Luminale 2014
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Presseartikel LVZ zum Visuellen Konzert „La turbolenza“ in Schkeuditz, August 2016

Berliner Künstlerduo „Kopffarben“ zeigt
erstmals Lichtmalerei

Die Lichtkünstlerin Julia Schäfer zeigt ihr Können.
Foto: Labitzke

Volkstimme Magdeburg, 30.01.2017

Erstmals bei der Taschenlampenführung dabei war die Lichtmalerei
des Berliner Künstlerduos „Kopffarben“ - ein echter Höhepunkt.
Die Künstlerin Julia Schäfer illustrierte mit Hilfe eines Tablets
Zeichnungen, die dann an die Wände des Foyers projiziert wurden
und den gesamten Raum in ein Lichtermeer tauchten.
Leise Klavierklänge unterstützten die „gemalten Geschichten“, die von
Träumen, Sternen und sogar dem Teufel handelten. Völlig gebannt
verfolgten die Gäste und vor allem die Kinder die Szenen und
rätselten eifrig mit, welche Gestalten als nächstes über die Wände
des Foyers schweben würden.
(...)
– Quelle: http://www.mz-web.de/26260166 ©2017

Presseartikel MZ zum Visuellen Konzert „Luthers Traum“ in Eisleben, 26.3.2017
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„Kultur- und Kreativpiloten Deutschland“
Auszeichnung des Bundesministeriums für Wirtschaft und Energie, 2015

Freies Wort Ilmenau, Januar 2017
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Contact
Art & Booking:
Julia Schäfer
schaefer@kopffarben.de
+49 (0)176-62 77 82 14
Technik:
Johannes Schmidt
schmidt@kopffarben.de
+49 (0)0176-62 77 82 13
KOPFARBEN Schäfer + Schmidt GbR
Pankstrasse 12 | 13357 Berlin
+49 (0)30-55 95 45 43

www.KOPFFARBEN.de

https://www.youtube.com/kopffarben
https://www.facebook.com/Kopffarben
https://www.instagram.com/kopffarben/

Berlin | August 2018
Fotos Cover: Christian Schalldach
Übersetzung: https://www.deepl.com/translator
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